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Top Accomplishments for SORCE SIM:
Past/Present/Future

1. First full spectral observations of solar spectral 
irradiance (SSI) with instrument-only degradation 
corrections

2. Input for models of solar irradiance
3. Input for chemistry/climate modeling efforts
4. Magnificent engineering
5. Into the future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State topics, no discussion anyone of them could be 1hour long seminarItems 1-3 could not happen without item #4, add on to this in equally magnificient mission operations that allowed the experiment to be conducted for 17 years
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Topic 1: First continuous SSI Record

• SORCE SIM 
– A full decade of wavelength coverage
– A factor of 200 in dynamic range
– Resolved spectrum-to-spectrum irradiance differences of ≈10-3-5×10-4

Woods et al., 
GRL, 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SORCE SIM is the first instrument to cover the full MUV to Infrared portion of the spectrum over a span of 17 years. The SIM spectrum shown in green accounts for about 97% of the TSI and overlaps with the SORCE SOLSTICE spectrum.This graph shows the solar minimum reference spectrum as reported in Woods et al., 2009 and was included as part of the Whole Heliophysics Interval study. Measurements of spectral irradiance are very challenging in that an entire decade of wavelength coverage is required along with a factor of 200 in dynamic range, and a very high signal to noise ratio is required to resolve variations, especially in the very quiet visible and infrared portions of the spectrum. 
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Topic 1: Degradation Measurement Equation

• SORCE SIM applies instrument-only degradation corrections
• Corrections are based on comparisons of two independent SIM channels 
• Time dependent degradation function found by tracking both clock time 

and solar exposure time related changes in instrument sensitivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Added on top of the requirements on radiometry and spectroscopic considerations is the need to make correction to on-orbit degradation over long periods of time. The goal from the beginning of the SORCE mission is conduct instrument only corrections and not rely on external means of correcting the data.To affect this, we adopted the approach recommended by NIST and constructed a measurement equation to account for on-orbit degradation. This requires the ability to both account for instrument changes in both clock time and the length of time the instrument is exposed to solar radiation.Exposure related degradation is based on Lambert’s law of light attenuation and the geometry of the instrument Data corrections are based on comparisons of two instruments, this has been expanded in the next generation to a redundancy of three
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Topic 1: SORCE SIM Temperature Record

• Temperature control less reliable in the latter part of the mission
• Adds additional uncertainty absolute accuracy
• Long term secular drift in temperature also noted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The application of the measurement equation became very challenging in the second half of the mission where spacecraft subsystems, particularly battery health, became less reliable This had the net effect of reducing instrument thermal stability. During the first half of the mission the temperature stability was about 0.6C peak-to-peak, but decreased by about a factor of 10 after we started temperature cyclingThis required additional corrections and reduced the accuracy during this time period.
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Topic1: SIM Irradiance Time Series

• Both in-phase and 
out of phase 
components appear 
in the time series

• Uncertainties higher 
after onset of power 
cycling & the DO-op 
mode.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even with the difficulties of lower instrument stability import information about solar variability is still available in SIM time series. The instrument reports both in phase and out of phase contributions. The important thing to note about the SIM time series is that longer term variations are important and solar cycle length variability is not a simple scaling of rotational variability. The appearance of the more abundant and uniformly distributed network structure plays an important role solar variability and cannot be ignored.
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Topic1: Integrated SIM versus TSI

• Majority of structure seen in residual occurs at boundaries of safe-hold 
events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since SIM measure a very large part of the total solar output, integration of the SIM spectrum should largely reproduce the TSI.Here we show the SIM integral from 200 to 1600nm. 1600nm corresponds to the longest wavelength measured by the SIM photodiodes, the extension out to 2400nm is measured by the SIM ESR, a thermal detector, and the thermal stability in the SORCE power cycle and DO-op modes made ESR IR measurement much less accurate with large data gaps.For our measured part, the agreement with the TSI is 240ppm over 17 years, and gives very good agreement over shorter time periods such as sunspot passages. The structure seen in the residuals comes from the inability to make perfect corrections at the spacecraft safe-hold boundaries. 
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Topic 2: Input for solar irradiance models

Fontenla et al., ApJ, 2015Harder et al., ESS, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other models will be discussed in this symposium, so we’ll discuss just one of these models, the Solar Radiation Physical Model developed by Juan FontenlaSRPM uses photometric images to identify 7 different features on the solar disk that describe photospheric and chromospheric emissionsThese areas and disk location of each of these features are then used as input for atmospheric modelsRadiative transfer can then synthesize spectral irradiance and compared against observations.This panel shows the SRPM spectrum from 180nm to 10 microns.SRPM includes more than 18,000 atomic transitions and almost ½ million molecular linesThe importance of including molecules greatly improved the agreement with observations particularly in MUV portion of the spectrum 
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Topic 2: SRPM/SIM Comparison
UV:
SIM generally reports larger 
variations in the descending 
phase of SC23

Near UV:
Reasonable agreement at most 
wavelengths 

Visible:
Good agreement in descending 
phase of SC23
Systematic differences appear 
after power cycling

IR:
Good agreement throughout 
showing distinct solar cycle 
variations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparison with SRPM provides valuable informationThe plot includes for the top three plots the time series for SIM B, where SIM A and SIM B start to disagree, uncertainties are larger.In the UV SIM generally show greater variability in the UVBetter agreement in the near-UV but still greater variabilityIn the visible part of the spectrum the agreement is excellent up to the start of power cyclingIn the IR the agreement is generally very good.
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Topic 3: Input for chemistry/climate modeling
• Earth’s atmosphere responds to 

changes in the distribution of SSI
– Both photochemical and dynamical 

responses are expected.
– Atmospheric response is strongly 

wavelength and altitude dependent
– Climate models now require accurate 

spectral variability

Berk et al., Proc. SPIE, 2006 (MODTRAN)
Courtesy of Stan Solomon HAO

Gray et al.,  Rev. Geophys., 48, 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary purpose of the SORCE mission is provide input for chemistry-climate models The foremost question is how does the Earth’s atmosphere respond to changes in the distribution of SSI? Both photochemical & dynamical responses need to be addressed.This figure from Leslie Gray’s 2011 paper capture some of these mechanisms. The one inside the dotted lines are are addressed in the SORCE missionThe other two plots address the fact that the Earth’s response is highly wavelength dependent.  The first plot addresses the top-down influence and shows the altitude and wavelength dependence of different upper atmospheric photochemical processes. Similarly second plot shows the cooling rate in the atmosphere versus wavelength for the visible and infrared.
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Topic 3: Input for chemistry/climate modeling

Model Studies Using SORCE Input (just a sampling…)
Author Reference Model/Topic

Haigh et al. Nature, 2010 IC2D model/SC Ozone

Cahalan et al. GRL, 2010 GISS ModelE/Trop. Temp.

Merkel et al. GRL, 2011 WACCM/SC ozone & TIMED SABER

Ineson et al. Nat. Geosci., 2011 HadGEM3/NAO

Oberländer et al. GRL, 2012 EMAC-FUB/Strat. temp

Swartz et al. ACP, 2012 GEOS CCM/ Strat. Ozone & temp

Wang et al. PNAS, 2013 WACCM/MLS & grnd based OH

Shapiro et al. JGR, 2013 SOCOL/SC response

Wen et al. JGR, 2013 GISS ModelE/Temp. response

Ineson et al. Nature Comm.,
2015

HadGEM3/NAO/CMIP5 study,
Maunder Minimum response

Maycock et al. JGR, 2105 Impacts of grand minima on future 
climate

Matthes et al. Geosci. Model Dev., 
2017

Solar forcing for CMIP6

Modeling studies 
focusing 
on SSI implications:

 Photochemistry
 Radiative response
 Circulation - NAO
 “Top down” vs “Bottom 

up”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There have been many interesting studies of solar influence on climate applying SORCE observations. Note the broad diversity in subject that were able to use SORCE SSI information.
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SORCE/WACCM/SABER Comparison

Merkel et al., GRL, 38, L13802, 2011

• More UV radiation is transmitted to lower levels
• Greater O2 photolysis produces more O3

• 2.5% increase in intensity in 210-242nm band
• Increased J2 rate from 4.5% to 7%
• Increased J3 rate from 3% to 3.5%

• Altitude of sign change depends on J2 &J3 rate
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important study on this was conducted by our group using SORCE and NRL SSI to look at the differences between active and quiet Sun top-down mechanism in the region spanning the stratopause. This study employed the NCAR WACCM model and verified the model findings using SABER observations. The key finding from this study is the effect that different solar irradiance changes sensitively affect the critical J2 and J3 photochemical rates. With larger changes in the UV the ozone concentration changes across the stratopause as also seen in the SABER data
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Topic 4: Magnificent Engineering
• SIM contributions to spectral radiometry:

– Single optical element Fèry prism design
• Focuses and disperses light with only 1 optical element

– Electrical substitution radiometer for SSI measurements
• Measures power levels ≈1000x smaller than TIM

Harder et al., Solar Physics, 230, 2005

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As discussed earlier, very broad wavelength coverage, and high precision radiometry are needed for SSI measurements. To accomplish these goals high innovative instrument designs are needed.The usage of a single element prism with a very accurate wavelength micrometer was essential to the task of getting a decade of wavelength coverage.The most important part of the SIM design was the development of the SIM ESR detector that was championed by our LASP senior instrument scientist George Lawrence. Notice that this detector is capable of measuring thermal signals a factor 1000 smaller than for the TIM ESRBringing this detector to fruition required a number of challenging process developments.
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SIM Mechanism Usage

• Relative usage:
– SIM A / SIM B: Shutter ~12:1, Prism drive ~1:1

• SIM B usage of these mechanisms is not insignificant
– SIM A / Lifetime Test: Shutter=14% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SIM also employed a number of critical mechanical mechanism that had to function without failure through out the mission.In the case of the SIM shutter mechanism over 6 million actuations have occurred up to the present time.Other mechanism have 
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Into the Future

Topic Participants
SORCE/TSIS Intercomparison
(stability &absolute scale adjustment)

S. Béland, E. Weatherhead, E. Richard 
(funded through SIST)

Final ATBD delivery (NASA requirement) SORCE SIM Data Processing Group

Peer Reviewed paper on SORCE SIM on-
orbit performance

J. Harder + many others

Continued analysis of SORCE SIM data
(pending available funding)

Usual suspects…

We’re Not Done Yet!
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Questions?

LASP
Horsefly Road Campus
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